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Even if you’re not planning to sell your home anytime soon, it’s an inevitable 
question when you consider remodeling: How much will this improvement 
add to the value of my home? Surprisingly, much of the time the answer is not 
as much value as it costs to actually make the improvement. But some home 
renovations bring you more bang for your buck than others. The top-ranking 
home improvement? A new front door, which on average adds 96.6 percent 
of the amount you spent to the value to your home, according to Remodeling 
magazine’s annual Cost vs. Value Report for 2014. But it has to be the right 
front door, keep in mind that sometimes painting the existing front door 
provides the same payoff. 
All 35 projects included in the Cost vs. Value report added more value this 
year than last year, and this is the second consecutive year of increases after 
several years of decline. Replacing old elements, such as doors, windows and 
siding, in general yielded a better financial return than bigger remodeling 
projects, such as additions. But real estate agents and remodelers say updated 
kitchens and baths still bring a significant payoff, especially at resale time. The 
report found that kitchen projects yielded a higher return than bath projects, 
with a minor kitchen remodel adding 82.7 percent of the project’s cost back 
to the home’s value.Kitchens are important, Aaron says, because would-be 
buyers often overestimate how much they would cost to update. "If you have 
a dated kitchen…and a buyer walks into that kitchen, they’re going to think 
that in order to redo that kitchen, they’re going to have to spend $40,000 or 
$50,000. 
Kitchens are important, Aaron says, because would-be buyers often 
overestimate how much they would cost to update. "If you have a dated 
kitchen … and a buyer walks into that kitchen, they’re going to think that in 
order to redo that kitchen, they’re going to have to spend $40,000 or 
$50,000. But the average cost of a minor kitchen remodel – new cabinet 
doors, appliances, countertops, sink, faucet, paint and hardware – was 
$18,856 nationwide, according to the Cost vs. Value report. Savvy shoppers 
can do it for less than the buyer assumes. But, like the front door, it’s important 
to do the right kitchen remodel. Adding a $75,000 kitchen to a $100,000 
house is unlikely to yield $75,000 in value, although it may make you a 
happy chef. 
As a general rule, look to spend about 25 percent of the home’s value for a 
new kitchen and 12 percent to 15 percent for an updated bathroom. Putting 
an ultramodern kitchen into a 100-year-old Tudor home isn’t smart, either. 
Whatever your home improvement is, I strongly discourage designing new 
spaces in a fashion that’s incongruous with the rest of the house’s architectural 
vernacular. It doesn’t really add value; it detracts. (Article continued on next page.)

Family & Friends Food Nights

News In The Neighborhood

Remodeling Projects That Make Sense

Summer Issue

My baby is making me
a Grandpa again!

Or she needs to
stop the beer...

We Make Fun Stuff for YOU at F&F Dinner Nights!
Dave Sawyer, VAC

(Very Amateur Chef)
davesawyerrealtor.com for more info

Don't forget....Family and 
Friends Night at 6:30 PM. 
Call 559-436-6976 before 
noon the day of to confirm 
your visit. Check the newsletter 
for the dates! We appreciate your 
loyalty and business so let us provide 
you some good food, great friends, a casual night 
out and Dave's cookin’ at his house (looks more like 
a sports bar!) Entrance fee is a cheap bottle of wine 
or 6 pack of beer. Everything else is, well, cheap 
(free)! Suggestions for the nights fare are considered. 

(*Dates May Change; Check Calendar for Details.)

Casa De Layna   
2544 E. Granada
Fresno, CA 93720 
559-436-6976

Directions
From 41, Friant Road North, Right on Shepherd, Left 
on Perrin, Left at Sommerville, Right at Chestnut, 
Right on Granada.

Bon appetite (good food or your money back)

Dress Code
Very casual, unless you‘re just 
stopping by, then it’s formal.

That's a crowd I do not mind,
love it here no matter what.

Dave Sawyer, REALTOR
davesawyerrealtor.com

One of California’s Top Producers for over 30 years
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Remodeling Projects...cont’d

My Sissy’s B-Day

Family & Friends
Dinner 6:30 PM

Celebrate Our
Nation’s Birthday!

National
Nude Day

Family & Friends
Dinner 6:30 PM

Layna & Dave’s
Anniversary! (3)

Whether certain improvements will pay off varies not only regionally, but also neighborhood by neighborhood, based on who is going 
to live in the house. For example, a pool adds more value to homes in some Los Angeles neighborhoods than in others. In cities with 
colder climates, a pool may not add any value. (Pools are not included in the Cost vs. Value report.) Renovations within the existing 
envelope of your home – those that don’t require you to build an addition or expand the roof and foundation – often return more value 
than building extra rooms onto your home. For one thing, they’re much cheaper.

Converting an attic into a bedroom ranked third of the 35 improvements in the Cost vs. Value report, returning 84.3 percent of the 
amount spent. Turning attics into usable space is a popular and profitable improvement in the Milwaukee area, where much of the 
housing is older. It's really a case to case basis. Make wise choices by doing your research and homework, give it some thought before 
you start something you may regret down the road that cost you money or didn't add value.

News In The Neighborhood...cont’d

Grandpas babies
at Disneyland.

That's a beautiful
boy right there,
Camden, another
piece of Grandpa's
heart, a true Disney kid.

Looks like my mom had more to do
with my wicked ways than I thought.
...Is that a McDonalds wrapper?

Sawyer is a bit more flexible
than his Grandpa.
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August 2016

Family & Friends
Dinner 6:30 PM

Family & Friends
Dinner 6:30 PM

Start of the
Olympics

Middle Child’s
Day

My Baby Haley’s
B-Day!
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National Dog Day

Businesses In Your Area
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Labor Day/
Family & Friends
Dinner 6:30 PM

Family & Friends
Dinner 6:30 PM Autumn Begins

Remembrance/
Grandparents Day
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Disclaimers: All real estate information deemed reliable but not guaranteed and should be independently verified. All properties are subject to prior sale, change, or 
withdrawal. Neither listing broker(s) nor this company shall be responsible for typographical errors, misinformation, misprints, and shall be held totally harmless. If your 
property is currently listed with another broker, this is not a solicitation of that listing.

Quick Chocolate Banana Cream Pie

September 2016

Ingredients
1 frozen pie shell, pricked several times with fork tines
1 Package instant chocolate pudding, prepared to   
   package directions
2 Ripe bananas, sliced thin on an angle
1 Can spray whipped cream
1 Dark chocolate candy bar

Directions
1. Preheat oven to 425°F. 
2. Bake pie shell 10 to 12 minutes, until golden. Remove 
from oven and let cool.
3. Line the baked and cooled pie shell with a layer of 
chocolate pudding, half of the prepared amount. 
4. Add a layer of bananas. 
5. Top with remaining prepared instant chocolate 
pudding and remaining bananas. 
6. Cover the top with a giant swirl of whip cream from 
the spray can, starting at the center and working out.
7. Shave a chocolate bar with a vegetable peeler and 
top pie with shavings. 
8. Serve immediately.

Layna’s B-Day (29)
Sawyer’s B-Day (1)
Octoberfest Begins
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